Principles for Responsible Banking

Four years of transforming strategic ambition into concrete action—driving systemic change

The world’s foremost sustainability framework for the banking sector, the Principles for Responsible Banking, has been helping banks embed sustainability into their strategies since 2019.

- From **130 founding banks to 325 in 80 countries** representing almost 50% of global banking assets
- **104 signatory banks** are part of the Net-Zero Banking Alliance, the climate accelerator of the Principles
- **33 banks** have joined the Commitment to Financial Health and Inclusion, 20 of which have already set targets
- **35 working groups** and peer exchange sessions convened
- **39 banks** have participated in UNEP-led TNFD pilots
- **54 capacity building workshops** were delivered between 2022 and 2023, across 74 countries, to approximately 1700 participants
- **364 meetings** have been held with signatories reviewing their progress and providing individual feedback
- **919 finance professionals** have been trained by the PRB Academy since its launch
- **12 member Civil Society Advisory Body** established to support signatory banks implement the Principles and assess progress